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Abstract
This study investigated the impact of divided attention on masked priming. In a dualtask setting, two tasks had to be carried out in close temporal succession: a tone
discrimination task and a masked priming task. The order of the tasks was varied between
experiments, and attention was always allocated to the first task, i.e. the first task was
prioritized. The priming task was the second (non-prioritized) task in Experiment 1 and the
first (prioritized) task in Experiment 2. In both experiments, ‘novel’ prime stimuli associated
with semantic processing were essentially ineffective. However, there was intact priming by
another type of prime stimuli associated with response priming. Experiment 3 showed that all
these prime stimuli can reveal significant priming effects during a task-switching paradigm in
which both tasks were performed consecutively. We conclude that dual-task specific
interference processes (e.g. the simultaneous coordination of multiple S-R rules) selectively
impair priming that is assumed to rely on semantic processing.
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Evidence from a broad methodological potpourri including behavioural studies
(Draine & Greenwald, 1998; Kunde, Kiesel, & Hoffmann, 2003; Neumann & Klotz, 1994;
Vorberg, Mattler, Heinecke, Schmidt, & Schwarzbach, 2003), electrophysiological studies
(Eimer & Schlaghecken, 1998; Kiefer, 2002; Kiefer & Spitzer, 2000; Leuthold & Kopp,
1998), neuropsychological (Pöppel, Held & Frost, 1973; Schweinberger & Stief, 2001;
Weiskrantz, 1986, 2002; Young, A. & de Haan, 1993), and neuroimaging studies (Dehaene et
al., 1998) has revealed that unconscious information can affect cognitive processes as well as
overt behaviour. The masked priming paradigm has been used widely to demonstrate this
phenomenon. In a typical masked priming experiment, participants perform a speeded twochoice response to a clearly visible target stimulus (e.g. is a given number smaller or larger
than five?). Unknown to the participants, a prime stimulus (e.g. another numeral) is briefly
presented prior to the target. To prevent conscious identification, this prime is presented for a
very short duration (e.g. 20 ms) and is masked. Although the prime does not usually elicit
awareness (but see Merikle, Smilek, & Eastwood, 2001, for a detailed discussion) it
influences responding to the target by means of congruence effects: responses to the target are
usually faster when the prime is congruent, i.e. requires the same response as the target.
Conversely, responses are slower when the prime is incongruent, i.e. requires a different
response than the target (Dehaene et al., 1998; Koechlin, Naccache, Block, & Dehaene, 1999;
Kunde et al., 2003; Naccache & Dehaene, 2001; see also Eimer & Schlaghecken, 1998;
Verleger, Jaskowski, Aydemir, van der Lubbe, & Groen, 2004 for the observation of reversed
congruence effects).
There is a huge body of research concerning the demonstration of masked priming
effects and the investigation of the underlying mechanisms (e.g. perceptual facilitation,
semantic priming, response priming). Yet only recently researchers have begun to directly
investigate the attentional requirements of masked priming. This might be due to the longstanding view that processes below the level of consciousness are independent of attentional
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modulations per definition. Given the traditional categorization of automatic processes (e.g.
Posner & Snyder, 1975), a major hallmark of automatic processing is its independence of
conscious awareness. Similarly it has often been argued that congruence effects may not be
affected by capacity limitations that are associated with information processing requiring
attentional control (Greenwald, 1992; Bargh & Chartrand, 1999).
The aim of the present study was to investigate this particular aspect in more detail by
exploring the attentional requirements of different forms of masked stimulus processing. We
combined a subliminal priming paradigm with a dual-task setting that allowed us to precisely
manipulate the amount of attentional load.
In the following section we first introduce studies that have investigated the attentional
requirements of masked priming by manipulating aspects of temporal or spatial attention, and
then we discuss previous research investigating the impact of divided attention in dual-task
settings on masked priming effects.

Temporal and spatial attention determine effects of masked priming
Naccache, Blandin, and Dehaene (2002) demonstrated that masked priming effects
strongly depend on focusing temporal attention. In their study, participants categorized target
numerals that were presented within a continuous stream of masks as smaller or larger than
five. Unknown to the participants, the same numerals were presented as masked primes prior
to target onset. Temporal attention was manipulated by means of the temporal predictability
of target onset: in the “fixed prime & fixed target” condition the prime-target interval and the
target onset were both constant and thus predictable. In the “fixed prime & variable target”
condition, although primes were presented at a fixed time, target stimuli appeared after a
random set of additional masks, and so target onset was unpredictable. The authors showed
that masked priming effects were found only when target onset was constant and thus
predictable across trials. When target onset varied randomly between trials, no masked
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priming effects were observed (see also Kiefer & Brendel, 2006) because participants did not
allocate attention to the point in time of stimulus presentation.
Recently, Fischer, Schubert and Liepelt (2007) extended this work by combining a
foreperiod manipulation with a masked priming paradigm in order to manipulate the focus of
temporal attention in a more fine-grained fashion. In their meta-contrast study participants
responded to the orientation of left- and right- pointing arrows. Primes were smaller replicas
of the arrows, presented at a constant interval (85 ms) prior to target onset. An auditory
accessory stimulus presented at various intervals prior to the prime-target pairs was used to
reduce temporal uncertainty. Critically, the congruence effects depended on the foreperiod
interval of the accessory stimulus. For example, congruence effects were larger in size for
longer foreperiod intervals (e.g. >250 ms) than shorter foreperiod intervals (e.g. <250 ms) and
when compared to conditions in which no accessory stimulus was presented.
The modulating effect of focusing attention on masked priming has also been
demonstrated in manipulations of spatial attention (e.g. Lachter, Forster, & Ruthruff, 2004;
Schlaghecken & Eimer, 2000; Schmidt & Seydell, 2008). In a study by Sumner, Tsai, Yu, and
Nachev (2006), participants responded to the direction indicated by target arrows that were
presented either above or below fixation. In addition, masked prime arrows preceded the
target arrows and were also randomly presented at one of the two locations. Prior to the
prime-target-pair an exogenous cue was used to direct attention to the cued location.
Crucially, masked priming effects were increased when the location of the invisible prime
stimulus was cued and thus when attention was allocated to this location (see also Besner,
Risko, & Sklair, 2005; Marzouki, Grainger, & Theeuwes, 2007).
Taken together, it seems that the occurrence (or at least size) of the masked
congruence effects depends strongly on the amount to which attention is allocated to the
spatial position and/or the time of presentation of the target stimulus. Note, however, that the
kind of unconscious processes which are addressed in these studies differ greatly, as
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congruence effects refer to repetition priming in some studies (e.g. Fischer et al., 2007) while
they refer to response priming in others (e.g. Naccache et al., 2002).

Masked priming in dual-task settings
Besides manipulations of temporal and spatial attention, recent work has focused on
masked priming in the context of divided attention. Ansorge (2004), for example, investigated
the impact of additional task load on masked priming effects. Participants responded to the
location (above or below screen centre) of a horizontal bar with either left or right key
presses, respectively. Valid, invalid or neutral masked prime-bars preceded the target
stimulus. This prime-target relation reflected the congruence effect. In this masked priming
task an alternative target stimulus was presented occasionally instead of prime and target bars.
The single-task group simply ignored this alternative stimulus and waited for the next trial.
The dual-task group, on the other hand, was required to perform a recognition task upon this
stimulus. Results showed that an increased number of potentially relevant stimuli and
associated responses in the dual-task group reduced the masked priming effects compared to
the single-task group. Ansorge concluded that the activation of additional action goals of a
task unrelated to the priming task interfered with the masked priming task.
A more detailed analysis of priming effects under dual-task requirements was
provided in the study of Schubert, Fischer, and Stelzel (2008) in which the psychological
refractory period (PRP) paradigm was applied (see Meyer & Kieras, 1997; Pashler, 1998;
Schubert, 1999). In the PRP paradigm participants perform two tasks in close temporal
succession. Task load is manipulated by varying the temporal interval (stimulus onset
asynchrony [SOA]) between the stimulus in Task 1 and the stimulus in Task 2. Performance
decrements in Task 2 (e.g. increased RT and error rates) are typically found at short compared
to long SOAs. Traditional dual-task models postulate an attentional capacity limitation on
certain stages within the information processing stream. If this capacity limited stage is
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occupied by Task 1 processing, processing in Task 2 is assumed to be interrupted until the
critical processing in Task 1 is completed. This interruption is the psychological refractory
period (PRP, see Meyer & Kieras, 1997; Pashler 1998 for detailed reviews). Schubert et al.
(2008) used this paradigm to investigate the effects of response activation (and their limits) in
secondary task processing. In their study, participants were asked to categorize tones as high
or low in Task 1 and to respond to the direction of left and right pointing arrows in Task 2.
Using a meta-contrast paradigm (see for example Vorberg et al., 2003) Schubert et al.
presented a masked prime stimulus (prime arrow) prior to the stimulus in Task 2 (target
arrow). Consistent with other PRP studies, the authors found the typical performance
decrements in Task 2. Importantly, however, the authors could show that subliminally evoked
Task 2 response activation processes occurred during the PRP. This was shown in cases of
spatially arranged left-right responses in Task 1 and in Task 2 (e.g. spatial stimulus-response
compatibility between tasks). Here, the effects of subliminally triggered Task 2 response
activation were found to affect response activation processes in Task 1 (e.g. via backward
crosstalk onto Task 1), which then back-propagated onto Task 2 when Task 1 bottleneck
processing was finished. This finding demonstrates that Task 2 masked priming effects can be
observed (e.g. on the basis of common response activation processes) that otherwise might
have been absorbed into the bottleneck (see also General Discussion for further elaboration).
In this setting, reliable masked priming effects were found in Task 1 (at short SOA)
and Task 2. At the same time, however, effects of masked priming in Task 2 were smaller in
conditions of maximum task overlap at short SOA (and thus, maximum attentional load)
compared to the priming effect in conditions of minimum task overlap at long SOA. That is,
effects of masked priming and temporal task overlap interacted underadditively. Nevertheless,
a preliminary interpretation of this finding suggests that under conditions of divided attention,
reduced but still reliable masked priming effects can be found.
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The present study
The aim of the present study was to pursue and extend this outlined research strategy
by further investigating the attentional requirements/ limitations of masked priming during
divided attention. A main focus within this approach is whether different kinds of masked
prime information processing are differentially affected by dual-task manipulations. In detail,
the above-mentioned studies investigating effects of dual-task load on masked priming
concentrated primarily on priming effects that can be explained by either perceptual
mechanisms (e.g. Scharlau, 2007; Scharlau & Ansorge, 2003), feature repetitions (e.g.
repetition priming; Ansorge, 2004; Schubert et al., 2008), and/or on the basis of acquired S-R
associations (e.g. response priming; Ansorge, Klotz, & Neumann, 1998; Damian, 2001;
Leuthold & Kopp, 1998). Yet, processing of unconscious information is not restricted to
acquired S-R associations, as priming effects that are associated with unconscious semantic
processing have been repeatedly demonstrated (Abrams, Klinger, & Greenwald, 2002; Kiefer
& Spitzer, 2000; Naccache & Dehaene, 2001; Reynvoet, Gevers, & Caessens, 2005).
To the best of our knowledge, previous studies investigating limitations of masked
priming in dual-task conditions have not dealt with different forms of masked prime
processing. Therefore, in the present study we aimed to contrast masked priming on the basis
of acquired S-R associations with masked priming that is related to semantic processing (e.g.
Klauer, Musch, & Eder, 2005; Naccache & Dehaene, 2001; Reynvoet, Caessens, & Brysbaert,
2002; Reynvoet et al., 2005) under conditions of divided attention.
A typical approach in the study of masked priming on the basis of S-R associations
versus on a more semantic basis has been put forward in a number comparison task by
Naccache and Dehaene (2001; see also Greenwald, Abrams, Naccache, & Dehaene, 2003;
Reynvoet et al., 2002 for similar approaches). In this study, participants were required to
categorize numbers as smaller or larger than five. For the study of S-R priming, certain
number stimuli (i.e. 1, 4, 6, and 9, respectively) serve as both supraliminal target and as
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masked prime stimuli. If the same stimuli that are consciously presented as targets are also
used as masked primes (target primes), these prime stimuli automatically trigger response
activation processes via the consciously acquired S-R links (Damian, 2001; Neumann &
Klotz, 1994). The idea is that a repeated presentation of a target stimulus and its response
results in the formation of S-R associations between this particular stimulus and the response.
Throughout the experiment participants practice these S-R associations. If the same target
stimulus is presented as a masked prime stimulus it will automatically activate the same
response association, thus resulting in masked priming effects. In other words, response codes
will be automatically activated upon the encounter of the associated perceptual input. This
automatic response code activation by target primes is triggered even faster when prime
stimuli repeat as target stimuli, thus creating repetition priming (e.g. 1-1, Bodner & Masson,
1997; 2003). In addition to response priming (e.g. 1-4), repetition priming might include
perceptual and/or sensory effects, because the same stimulus is processed twice.
For the study of semantic priming, on the other hand, additional prime stimuli that
were never presented as target stimuli (i.e. 2, 3, 7, and 8, respectively) are included. Without
an overt response to these stimuli, no S-R associations can be formed (e.g. Naccache &
Deahaene, 2001). Therefore, congruence effects for so-called novel primes have often been
taken as evidence for semantic processing of unconsciously presented information (see the
General Discussion section for alternative discussions and also Kiesel, Kunde, & Hoffmann,
2007a, for an overview). Masked priming by novel primes has been reported to be smaller in
size (e.g. Naccache & Dehaene, 2001; see van den Bussche, Van den Noortgate, & Reynvoet,
2009 for a metaanalysis on novel priming effects) than priming by target primes and
dependent on certain task conditions such as target set size (Kiesel, Kunde, Pohl, &
Hoffmann, 2006; Pohl, Kiesel, Kunde, & Hoffmann, 2010). Repetition priming cannot
contribute to priming effects revealed by novel primes, because novel primes do not occur as
target stimuli. In addition, Kunde et al. (2003) challenged the view that novel primes might be
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processed automatically by demonstrating that masked priming effects revealed by novel
primes depend strongly on a priori established action trigger conditions (e.g. the
representation of the task requirements). For example, novel prime digits elicited priming
effects only when the primes were presented in the same format as the target stimuli, thus,
only if the presented format was expected by participants. Based on these potential
differences in processing of target versus novel primes we assume that masked priming by
novel primes might be more susceptible to dual-task specific interferences than masked
priming by target primes (we return to this issue in the General Discussion).
In order to test the attentional requirements of these different forms of masked priming
in conditions of divided attention we applied a typical PRP dual-task paradigm similar to that
of Schubert et al. (2008). The advantage of the PRP paradigm is that a) it allows an exact
evaluation of task performance in terms of both accuracy and response latency and b) allows
the investigation of different forms of dual-task-specific constraints on masked prime
processing. In particular, the PRP paradigm provides conditions of measurable interference
between the component tasks by manipulating the temporal overlap between tasks. That is, at
short SOA (high temporal overlap) the dual-task interference is larger than at long SOA (low
temporal overlap). In addition, within a dual-task setting the attentional focus can be allocated
to a particular (i.e. primary or secondary) task according to the instruction.
We used these advantages of the PRP paradigm to investigate the influences of dualtask specific attentional constraints on masked priming. In Experiment 1, we implemented
masked priming as Task 2 of the PRP paradigm. Instructing Task 1 processing priority, the
attentional focus was allocated onto the tone task and therefore away from processing the
masked priming task. In Experiment 2, Task 1 priority instruction was maintained but task
order was reversed. That is, we allocated the attentional focus towards the masked priming
task by presenting it as Task 1 in the PRP paradigm. Finally, in Experiment 3, we studied
masked priming effects in an experimental setting in which the two tasks were presented
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individually, so that performance of only one task at a time was to be expected. This approach
further reduced the processing demands of the masked priming task, because performance
involved only the preparation for a single task instead of the simultaneous performance of two
tasks.
Taken together, the present experimental approach allowed us to study the impact that
manipulations of divided attention have on different forms of masked stimulus processing.
Based on the distinction of masked priming effects on the basis of acquired S-R associations
and of priming effects based on semantic processing, we investigated whether different forms
of masked priming are selectively impaired by concurrent task processing and by the
deployment of attention to or away from stimulus processing in the priming task.

Experiment 1
In Experiment 1, participants performed a tone discrimination task and a number
categorization task in close succession. That is, participants discriminated the pitch of a tone
first and subsequently categorized digits as smaller or larger than 5. The target numbers were
the digits 1, 4, 6, and 9, respectively. Importantly, unknown to the participants, the same
digits were presented between two masks prior to target onset and denoted the so-called target
primes (Naccache & Dehaene, 2001). In addition, the prime digits 2, 3, 7, and 8, were
included as novel primes. These digits were never presented as target stimuli, ruling out that
they become associated to a certain response by practice (cf. Naccache & Deheane, 2001).
Following the PRP logic, the temporal overlap between the two tasks was
systematically varied (short, middle, and long SOA). Effects of divided attention on
information processing should be especially pronounced in conditions of maximum temporal
overlap between Task 1 and Task 2 (see Pashler, 1998). Implementing the masked priming
task as Task 2 in the PRP context allowed us to further study the effects of masked priming
under conditions of maximized divided attention. In particular, participants were clearly
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instructed to prioritize Task 1 over Task 2 processing. Task 1 prioritization is assumed to
allocate the attentional focus (e.g. attentional resources, Tombu & Jolicoeur, 2002, 2003)
entirely on the tone task instead of the priming task. Furthermore, we closely modelled the
task combination (i.e. auditory-manual tone task and a visual-manual number task) after the
study of Schubert et al. (2008) to investigate masked priming effects in conditions of a
processing bottleneck in Task 2.
If the processing of masked prime information is affected by manipulations of divided
attention, priming effects should be smaller with a high amount of task overlap (short SOA)
than with a low amount of task overlap (long SOA). The distinction between novel and target
primes was aimed at investigating whether manipulations of divided attention affect priming
based on acquired S-R links differentially from priming based on semantics. In this respect,
semantic priming is indicated by faster responding when novel primes belong to the same
category as the target (e.g. 2-4) than when prime and target belong to opposite categories (e.g.
2-6). In contrast, priming based on acquired S-R links is indicated by faster responding when
target primes belong to the same category as the targets (e.g. 1-4) than when target primes
and targets belong to opposite categories (e.g. 1-6). In addition, the stimulus set used here
allowed us to investigate priming effects based on target primes in some more detail. As
mentioned above, within the set of target primes repetitions of identical prime and target
stimuli occur in 50% of congruent conditions (e.g. 1-1). Therefore, within the set of target
primes we aimed to differentiate priming effects produced by direct stimulus repetitions and
priming effects produced by response priming (e.g. Bodner & Masson, 1997; 2003). Using a
number priming task allowed us to extend previous research combining masked priming and
PRP (e.g. Schubert et al., 2008) by differentiating between forms of masked priming: priming
revealed by target primes (repetition priming, response priming) and priming revealed by
novel primes (e.g. semantic priming), respectively.
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Methods
Participants. Thirty-two students (21 female, Mean age = 21.4 yrs.) of Würzburg
University took part in the experiment. All had normal or corrected-to-normal vision.
Apparatus and Stimuli. Stimulus presentation and collection of responses were
performed by an IBM-compatible computer with a 17 inch VGA-Display and the PST
response box (Psychology Software Tools) with externally mounted response keys controlled
by E-Prime (Schneider, Eschman, & Zuccolotto, 2002). Stimulus presentation was
synchronized with the vertical retraces of a 100-Hz monitor, resulting in a vertical refresh rate
of approximately 10 ms.
For the auditory task, two clearly discriminable high- and low-pitched tones lasting 50
ms were used. For the visual task, stimuli were the digits 1 to 9 except for 5. All digits were
used as primes whereas just the digits 1, 4, 6, and 9 were used as targets. Prime stimuli were
presented for 3 refresh cycles of the display, i.e. 30 ms. They were preceded and followed by
a mask consisting of 5 randomly chosen symbols (out of §, $, %, &, ?, and #, respectively)
with a duration of 70 ms each. The target stimulus was presented immediately after the post
mask, thus keeping a constant prime-target interval of 100 ms. All characters were presented
in white on black background. The primes were presented in Arial 44, the targets and the
symbols for the mask were presented in Arial 48 centrally on the screen. At a viewing
distance of approximately 50 cm target stimuli extended to 1.5° X 0.6-1.0° (depending on the
width of the digit) and masks approximately to 1.8° X 6.0° in height and width, respectively.
Responses were collected by four external response keys; two keys were placed next to each
other so that they could be comfortably pressed with the index and the middle finger. Keys for
the left and the right hand were placed with a distance of 16.5 cm.
Procedure. In Task 1 (auditory task), participants were asked to indicate the pitch of
the tone with left hand responses. We chose a compatible mapping (i.e. corresponding to a
standard piano keyboard) for all participants meaning that low-pitched tones were indicated
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with the middle finger (i.e. left response) and high-pitched tones with the index finger (i.e.
right response of the left hand). Task 2 (visual task) required indicating whether the presented
target digit was smaller or larger than 5 with a right hand response. Half of the participants
responded with the index finger if the digit was smaller and with the middle finger if the digit
was larger than five whereas for the other half of participants the mapping was reversed1.
Participants were instructed to emphasize performance on Task 1. Nevertheless, they were to
respond as fast and as accurate as possible for both tasks.
The visual presentation was the same in each trial: a fixation cross (400 ms) was
followed by a blank (600 ms), the foremask (70 ms), the prime (30 ms), the premask (70 ms),
and the S2 target stimulus (200 ms). The S1 tone stimulus (50 ms) was presented either 70,
170, or 800 ms before the S2 target stimulus. Response times in the priming task were
measured from target onset till response execution.
The experiment consisted of 768 trials; each combination of target digit (4) x prime
digit (8) x tone (2) x SOA (3) was presented four times. It was subdivided in 12 blocks with
64 trials each. Between the blocks participants were allowed a short rest.
At the end of the experiment, we tested prime visibility. Participants were fully
informed about the precise structure of the prime stimuli. 96 trials identical to the
experimental trials were presented and participants were asked to discriminate whether the
prime was smaller or larger than 5. For the discrimination task, participants were instructed to
take their time and to try to be as accurate as possible. In order to avoid the possibility that
unconscious priming effects influenced the free response choice (see Kiesel, Wagener,
Kunde, Hoffmann, Fallgatter, & Stöcker, 2006; Schlaghecken & Eimer, 2004), there was an
interval of 1000 ms after target onset, in which no response was possible (adopted from
Vorberg et al., 2003). Please note that the measure of prime awareness is likely to
overestimate prime visibility because participants do not have to respond to any target and can
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concentrate on the visual prime stimulus in the discrimination task while they had to divide
attention between visual and auditory stimuli in the main experiment.

Results
Prime visibility. To assess prime visibility, we computed the signal detection measure
d’ whereby primes larger than 5 were treated as signal. Overall discrimination for primes was
d’= 0.22 and deviated from zero, t(31) = 3.85, p < .001. Discrimination performance did not
differ for target and novel primes, t(31) = 0.06, p = .95, it amounted to d’ = 0.23 for target
primes and d’ = 0.22 for novel primes. In addition discrimination performance did not differ
between SOAs, F < 1, amounting to d’ = 0.16, to d’ = 0.27, and to d’ = 0.27 for SOAs 70,
170, and 800 ms, respectively.
For the RT analyses, all error trials in Task 1 as well as in Task 2 were discarded (11.7
%). Repeated measures ANOVAs were conducted on median correct response times (RTs)
and percent error for both tasks containing the factors SOA (70, 170, 800 ms), Congruence (C
vs. IC) and prime-type (target vs. novel primes). Greenhouse-Geißer adjustments were
applied when appropriate. Results are presented in Figure 1.
________________________________________________________________
Please insert Figure 1 and 2 about here
________________________________________________________________
Priming task (Task 2). All trials in which RT1 or RT2 were smaller than 150 ms or
larger than 2000 ms were treated as outliers and were excluded (3.7 %). Responses in Task 2
were slower when both tasks were performed in short succession (short SOAs) than when
they were performed consecutively (long SOA), F(2, 62) = 192.60, MSe = 36,945.66 , p <
.001. The difference between the shortest and the longest SOA revealed a PRP effect of 334
ms. We observed a reliable congruence effect in Task 2, F(1, 31) = 11.19, MSe = 1,423.65 , p
< .01, that was not affected by SOA (F < 1). The factor congruence also interacted with
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prime-type, F(1, 31) = 6.78, MSe = 1,344.15, p < .05, suggesting that priming effects for
target primes are larger than priming effects for novel primes. To investigate this interaction
in more detail, separate ANOVAs were conducted for target and novel primes. The ANOVA
on target primes contained the factor SOA and the three-level factor congruence: repetition
(prime = target), congruent (prime and target require the same response but are not identical),
and incongruent (prime and target are different and require different responses). This allowed
to test whether response priming effects remain significant when identical prime-target
repetitions are controlled for (see e.g. Bodner & Dypvik, 2005; Bodner & Masson, 2003).
Importantly, the planned repeated contrasts confirmed a reliable response priming effect of 12
ms (incongruent-congruent), F(1, 31) = 5.03, MSe = 976.94 , p < .05 (see Figure 2). At the
same time, the ANOVA on novel primes did not reveal a priming effect (4 ms), F < 1. The
size of response prime and novel prime effects did not differ with respect to SOA, both Fs <
1. Yet, the response priming effect alone (without identical repetitions) failed to statistically
exceed the novel priming effect, F(1, 31) = 1.42, MSe = 1,443.28, p = .242.
Participants produced 8.1 % errors in Task 2 (see Table 1). Error rates increased with
increasing SOA (7.3, 7.0, and 10.1 for SOAs 70, 170, and 800, respectively), F(2, 62) =
10.90, MSe = 48.66 , p < .01. No other effects were significant.
________________________________________________________________
Please insert Table 1 about here
________________________________________________________________

Tone task (Task 1). RT1 were affected by the factor SOA, F(2, 62) = 14.44, MSe =
80,663.07, p < .001. Responses became slower the longer the SOA, which might be due to
some response delaying (grouping) strategy (e.g. Pashler & Johnston, 1989). Responses to the
tones were faster when prime and target stimuli in Task 2 were congruent (702 ms) rather
than incongruent (711 ms), F(1, 31) = 5.00, MSe = 1,563.76, p < .05. Task 2 congruence did
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not interact with SOA, F < 1. The influence of Task 2 congruence on Task 1 performance is at
least numerically larger for target (15 ms) than for novel primes (3 ms). However, the
interaction between congruence and prime-type on RT1 was not statistically reliable, F(1, 31)
= 1.23, MSe = 2,401.01, p = .277.
Participants committed 4.3 % errors in Task 1. The error rates were affected by the
amount of task overlap, which was expressed by the main effect of SOA on percent error, F(2,
62) = 24.22, MSe = 14.51, p < .001. That is, more errors were produced when SOA was short
(i.e. 70 or 170 ms) compared to when SOA was long (see also Table 1). No other effects were
significant.

Discussion
Experiment 1 investigated masked priming effects in Task 2 of a PRP task situation
where attention was allocated by instruction to Task 1. The results are straightforward;
masked priming that is assumed to rely on the formation of S-R associations was not impaired
in Task 2 of the dual-task context. That is, neither conditions of maximum task overlap (short
SOA) nor instructed Task 1 priority (drawing attention away from Task 2 processing) led to a
reduction of masked priming effects revealed by target primes. Furthermore, the size of those
effects did not depend on manipulations of divided attention. Target prime analyses also
showed that even when removing identical prime-target repetitions, significant effects of
response priming were found in conditions of dual-task load irrespective of manipulations of
divided attention.
A quite different picture was found for masked priming effects that are based on novel
primes and which have been related to semantic priming by several authors (e.g. Nacchache
& Dehaene, 2001). Apparently, the mere presence of a dual-task context was sufficient to
reduce this form of masked priming to a non-significant level. That is, we observed no
reliable congruence effects irrespective of the amount of task overlap and even at minimum
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task overlap at long SOA, novel priming was not found. This is surprising because masked
priming that is based on novel primes has been repeatedly demonstrated in single-task settings
and seems to be a rather robust phenomenon. For example, Naccache and Dehaene (2001; see
also Kunde et al., 2003) demonstrated robust novel priming using the same task and priming
procedure as implemented as Task 2 in the present experiment.
It seems that dividing attention between two tasks has no (or minor) impact on priming
via acquired S-R associations (congruence by target primes) while such a manipulation
reduces priming effects by novel primes. Thus, the results of Experiment 1 suggest that the
two types of priming are related to different processing demands which suffer to a different
degree from the need to share attention with another task. Before speculating more about the
nature of these processes, below we further elaborate the attentional requirements of novel
priming. As a final result we found that the congruence relation on the basis of target primes
in Task 2 also affected tone response latencies in Task 1, which replicates findings from
Schubert et al. (2008). We will discuss this Task 2-Task 1 priming transfer effect in the
General Discussion section.

Experiment 2
Experiment 2 served the purpose of further investigating the attentional requirements
of masked priming based on novel primes. To this aim, Experiment 2 resembles Experiment 1
except for a reversed task order. Participants were to judge the size of numbers first (masked
priming task) and only subsequently to determine the frequency of the tone in Task 2 (tone
task). Importantly, instructions emphasized Task 1 processing and thus the masked priming
task. This change in procedure ensured that attention is now intentionally allocated to the
target stimulus in Task 1 which is preceded by a masked prime. Despite Task 1 prioritization
participants are still required to secure dual-task specific coordination processes (e.g.
appropriate stimulus-response binding) to manage Task 1 processing in the face of attentional
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capture potentially triggered by the onset of Task 2 stimuli (e.g. Dalton & Lavie, 2004; Yantis
& Jonides, 1984). In Experiment 2, we aimed to test whether the mere secondary task
performance interferes and thus diminishes effects of novel priming.
Therefore, Experiment 2 was designed to be informative as to whether a change of the
allocation of attention to the processing of the masked priming task (Task 1) will suffice to
“re-establish” effects of masked priming based on novel primes in the context of dual-task
processing.

Method
Participants. Twenty-four students (20 female, Mean age = 23.0 yrs.) of Würzburg
University took part in the experiment. All had normal or corrected-to-normal vision. None of
the participants had participated in Experiment 1.
Apparatus, Stimuli, and Procedure. Apparatus and Stimuli were the same as in
Experiment 1. Procedure was similar to Experiment 1 with the exception that task order was
reversed. That is the visual stimulus was presented first and the auditory tone stimulus was
presented 70, 170, or 800 ms after target onset. Participants were instructed to emphasize
Task 1 performance (i.e. visual task) but to respond as fast and as accurate as possible in both
tasks.

Results
Prime visibility. Overall discrimination for primes was d´ = 0.37 and deviated from
zero, t(22) = 4.19, p < .001. Discrimination performance did not differ for target and novel
primes, t(22) = 0.53, p = .60, it amounted to d’ = 0.43 for target primes and d’ = 0.35 for
novel primes. In addition, discrimination performance did not differ between SOA conditions,
F < 1, amounting to d´ = 0.50, d´ = 0.32, and to d´ = 0.29 for SOAs 70, 170, and 800 ms,
respectively.
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________________________________________________________________
Please insert Figure 3 and 4 about here
________________________________________________________________
Prior to RT analyses all error trials in Task 1 as well as in Task 2 were discarded (6.2
%). One person was excluded from analyses due to unusually high error rates (> 30 %).
Repeated measures ANOVAs were conducted on correct median responses in Task 1 and
Task 2 and percent error containing the factors SOA (70, 170, 800 ms), congruence (C vs.
IC), and prime-type (target vs. novel primes).
Priming task (Task 1). Trials in which RT1 was below 150 ms or above 2000 ms were
not included in the analysis (1.1 %). RTs in Task 1 were not significantly affected by the
factor SOA, F(2, 44) = 2.79, MSe = 117,742.06, p = .108. We found an overall effect of
congruence on RT1, F(1, 22) = 18.23, MSe = 670.76, p < .001, that did not depend on the
amount of task overlap as the factors congruence and SOA did not show any interaction (F <
1).
Figure 3 shows that the congruence effect was most pronounced for target primes (upper
panel) but less so for novel primes (lower panel). This observation is captured in the
interaction between the factors congruence and prime-type that marginally missed the level of
statistical significance, F(1, 22) = 4.21, MSe = 1,020.79, p = .052.
As in Experiment 1, we conducted follow-up analyses separately for each prime-type.
The ANOVA on target prime trials contained the 3-level factor congruence (repetition,
congruent, and incongruent) and the factor SOA. As before, the important repeated contrast
incongruent-congruent confirmed a reliable response priming effect (17 ms), F(1, 22) = 9.14,
MSe = 698.13, p < .01 (see Figure 4). The ANOVA on novel prime trials, on the other hand,
showed that novel prime effects (5 ms) did not deviate from zero, F(1, 22) = 1.60, MSe =
686.91, p = .220. Neither response priming nor novel prime effects interacted with SOA (both
Fs < 1). Finally, subsequent testing revealed that the response priming effect alone (without
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identical repetitions) did not statistically exceed the novel priming effect, F(1, 22) = 2.33,
MSe = 854.24, p = .141.
In Task 1, participants committed 1.7 % errors (see Table 1). In the ANOVA applied
to the error data none of the factors or interactions reached significance (all ps > .105).
Tone task (Task 2). Prior to analysis, all trials in which RT1 and RT2 were not within
the range between 150 ms and 2000 ms were excluded from the analysis (2.1 %). RT2 were
strongly affected by SOA. That is, RT2 decreased with increasing SOA indicating a PRP, F(2,
44) = 404.86, MSe = 9,693.50, p < .001. RT2 were also affected by the prime-target
congruence relation in Task 1 with faster responses to the tone in congruent (677 ms) than in
incongruent (687 ms) conditions, F(1, 22) = 23.04, MSe = 293.25, p < .001. Task 1
congruence affected RT2 only at short and medium SOA but not at long SOA (see Figure 3),
which is expressed in the interaction between SOA and congruence, F(2, 44) = 4.48, MSe =
1,007.16, p < .05. Importantly, transfer effects of Task 1 congruence onto Task 2 performance
were only found for target primes but not for novel primes as shown in the interaction
between congruence and prime-type on RT2, F(1, 22) = 5.37, MSe = 569.26, p < .05. More
specifically, at SOA 70 and 170 ms target prime congruence effects of 25 ms, t(22) = 2.41, p
< .05, and 29 ms, t(22) = 2.40, p < .05, were transferred onto Task 2 processing.
Participants committed 4.7 % errors in Task 2. The repeated measures ANOVA with
the same factors as for the RT ANOVA revealed no significant effects on error rates (all ps >
.193).

Discussion
In Experiment 2, participants performed a masked primed number categorization task
as Task 1 while subsequently responding to the frequency of a tone in Task 2. Task
instructions emphasized Task 1 processing over Task 2 processing and thus ensured that
attention was allocated to the number task. Results showed that secondary task performance
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had virtually no influence on masked priming effects revealed by target primes. The effects of
masked response priming (i.e. excluding identical prime-target repetitions) remained
substantial under dual-task load and were also not affected by SOA. Furthermore, responses
in Task 2 were affected by Task 1 congruence (target primes only) especially at short SOA.
These propagated priming effects from Task 1 onto RT2 support the RT pattern from Task 1
and confirm the existence of reliable masked priming effects by target primes even under
conditions of high task load (short SOA).
In contrast to this, and quite surprisingly, neither at short nor at long SOA was any
evidence of masked priming revealed by novel primes found. This pattern of results replicates
and extends findings from Experiment 1. First, it suggests that merely performing the
secondary task interferes and thus diminishes effects of novel priming. It seems irrelevant
whether certain parts of the secondary task have to be performed simultaneously to Task 1, as
is the case at short SOA, or whether both tasks are performed with little task overlap as in
conditions of long SOA. Second, it particularly raises the question of what exactly places the
attentional limitations upon the occurrence of masked priming by novel primes. Experiment 3
was conducted to shed further light on this question.

Experiment 3
So far we observed that manipulations of divided attention revealed differential effects
upon the occurrence of masked priming effects by novel or target primes. However the lack of
masked priming effects by novel primes needs further clarification. For instance, it is known
that masked priming effects by novel primes are usually smaller than effects revealed by
target primes (e.g. Kiesel et al., 2006; see van den Bussche, et al. 2009 for a metaanalysis).
Therefore, one could argue that the mere expectation and preparation of subsequent secondary
task performances (e.g. long SOA, Experiment 2) represent attentional constraints that already
limit the occurrence of masked priming effects by novel primes. On the other hand, and
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before drawing conclusions about the preconditions of novel prime effects it seems inevitable
to demonstrate such effects in the first place. It is conceivable, for example, that factors of the
present experimental design (e.g. masking procedure) prevent novel primes from being
effective.
In order to “re-establish” masked priming effects by novel primes, we reduced the
additional attentional requirements in Experiment 3 even further. We created a single-task
condition in which the number task and the tone task were performed sequentially. We
changed the previous dual-task setting from Experiments 1 and 2, in which S-R rules had to
be coordinated simultaneously, to a conventional task-switching setting (Meiran, 1996;
Rogers & Monsell, 1995; for a recent overview see Kiesel, et al., in press) in which different
S-R rules were applied serially one at a time. That is, the number task as well as the tone task
were presented individually and randomly within the experiment. In addition, in separate
blocks of trials we distinguished between task-switching and single-task conditions. In taskswitching blocks both the number task and the tone task were performed. In single-task
blocks, on the other hand, only the number task was performed and the tone task was ignored.
This served to compare priming effects in a task-switching setting with priming effects in a
more conventional single-task setting (see also Ansorge, 2004). Participants received a brief
task cue to indicate which S-R rule was required for the upcoming task. Although the
experimental setting of the task-switching block can also be viewed as a dual-task setting,
participants did at no time expect the simultaneous coordination of multiple S-R rules as in
Experiments 1 and 2.

Method
Participants. Twenty-three students (18 female, Mean age = 23.5 yrs.) of Würzburg
University took part in the experiment. All had normal or corrected-to-normal vision. None of
the participants had participated in Experiment 1 or Experiment 2.
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Apparatus, Stimuli, and Procedure. Apparatus and Stimuli were the same as in
Experiment 1 and 2. Procedure was similar to Experiment 1 and 2 with the exception that
participants performed the visual and auditory task as single tasks. In each trial one of the two
tasks was chosen randomly. The word “Ziffer” (German for digit) or “Ton” (German for tone)
was presented for 500 ms to inform participants about the currently relevant task. This task
cue was followed by a blank screen for 200 ms and a fixation cross for 500 ms. Then either
the tone stimulus or the visual stimulus (including premask, prime, postmask and target) was
presented. We used the same stimulus-response mappings as before for both tasks, that is,
participants indicated low-pitched tones with the middle finger (i.e. left response) and highpitched tones with the index finger (i.e. right response) of the left hand. For the visual task,
half of the participants responded with the right hand with the index finger if the digit was
smaller and with the middle finger if the digit was larger than five whereas for the other half
of participants the mapping was reversed. The next trial started 1500 ms after responding. In
case of errors an error signal was presented for 500 ms after the response; thereby the two
possible error types, i.e. errors when using the wrong hand and errors when pressing the
wrong key (while using the correct hand), were fed back separately.
Participants performed 12 blocks with 64 trials (i.e. 32 trials per task). In each block,
the combination of target digit (4) x prime digit (8) was presented once and each tone
stimulus was presented 16 times. In half of the blocks, participants responded to digit and tone
stimuli (task-switching blocks) while in the other half of the blocks, participants responded to
digits only but did not respond to tone tasks (single-task blocks). The order of whether
participants started with 6 task-switching blocks or with 6 single-task blocks was
counterbalanced across participants.
Similar to Experiment 1 and 2 we tested prime visibility at the end of the experiment.
128 trials identical to the experimental trials were presented and participants were asked to
discriminate whether the prime was smaller or larger than 5.
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Results
Prime visibility. Overall discrimination for primes was d´ = 0.48 and deviated from
zero, t(22) = 6.79, p < .001. Discrimination performance did not significantly differ for target
and novel primes, t(22) = 1.87, p = .074, it amounted to d’ = 0.56 for target primes and d’ =
0.41 for novel primes. Target primes but less so novel primes were detected somewhat better
in Experiment 3 compared to Experiment 1, t(53) = 2.49, p < .05 for target primes and t(53) =
1.85, p = .070 for novel primes, respectively. Importantly, comparing discrimination
performance for target and novel primes between Experiment 2 and Experiment 3, which
yields the closest condition of comparison, no differences for the detection of target primes,
t(44) = 0.99, p = .328, or the detection of novel primes, t(44) = 0.33, p= .744, was found
between the experiments2.
________________________________________________________________
Please insert Table 2 and Figure 5 about here
________________________________________________________________
In the following, we solely report analysis for the visual task, because only the visual
task can yield priming effects. Prior to analyses all trials with RT faster than 150 ms or slower
than 2000 ms were discarded (0.3 %). The first trial of each block was also omitted (1.6 %),
since it does not contain N-1 history of task repetitions or task switches. Repeated measures
ANOVAs were conducted on correct median RTs and percent error containing the factors task
switch (switch vs. repetition), Block (task-switch vs. single-task), congruence (C vs. IC), and
prime-type (target vs. novel primes), the corresponding mean RTs and error rates are shown
in Table 2.
Priming task. Participants responded faster following congruent primes (572 ms)
compared to incongruent primes (585 ms), F(1, 22) = 18.59, MSe = 847.73, p < .001.
Additionally they responded faster in task repetition (574 ms) than task switch trials (584 ms),
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F(1, 22) = 6.10, Mse = 1,587.83, p < .05. No further effects reached statistical significance. In
particular, congruence effects were not affected by Block, F(1, 22) = 1.24, MSe = 481.20, p =
.277, task switch, F(1, 22) = 2.44, MSe = 546.60, p = .132, or by Block X task switch, F < 1.
Furthermore, no interactions were found for congruence X prime-type X block, F(1, 22) =
2.19, MSe = 461.31, p = .153, nor for congruence X prime-type, or for congruence X primetype X task switch, both Fs < 1.
These results reveal that the target prime effect did not exceed the novel prime effect.
Despite the lack of interaction between congruence and prime-type, we conducted follow-up
analyses separately for each prime-type to show the robustness of the findings. The ANOVA
on target prime trials contained the 3-level factor congruence (repetition, congruent, and
incongruent, respectively). The planned repeated contrast incongruent-congruent revealed a
significant response congruence effect (12 ms), F(1, 22) = 9.19, MSe = 312.70, p < .01. The
ANOVA conducted on novel prime trials proved an identical significant novel prime effect
(12 ms), F(1, 22) = 14.47, MSe = 473.97, p < .01 (see Figure 5). None of the priming effects
interacted with task switch (Fs < 1) or any other factors.
Participants committed 4.5 % errors. The ANOVA applied to the error data revealed
that participants committed slightly more errors in incongruent (5.0 %) than congruent (4.1
%) trials, which however failed the level of statistical significance, F(1, 22) = 2.26, Mse =
32.45, p = .147. Congruence did not differ between prime-types, F(1, 22) = 1.62, Mse =
24.30, p = .216. However, the factors prime-type, switch, and congruence interacted
significantly, F(1, 22) = 7.16, Mse = 14.79, p < .05. Whereas in task repetition trials the
congruence effects in error rates was present for target and for novel primes alike, in the task
switch condition novel primes revealed slightly reversed congruence effect, that is, more
errors in congruent compared to incongruent trials (see Table 2). No other effect reached
significance.
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Discussion
In Experiment 3, we demonstrated masked priming effects by novel primes under
conditions of reduced attentional requirements in the priming task. For this reason the
previous dual-task setting from Experiment 2 was changed into a task-switching setting.
Results are straightforward: Significant masked priming effects were found for target primes
and for novel primes alike. Furthermore, the size of the masked priming effects for novel and
for target primes did not differ between trials of S-R rule repetition (task-repetition trials) and
trials in which the previously active S-R rule had to be dismissed in favour of a new one
(task-switch trials). In addition, priming effects did also not differ between task switching
blocks and blocks of single-task trials. These findings demonstrate firstly that masked priming
by novel primes can be also established with the current experimental design, and secondly
that the limiting factor in demonstrating masked priming by novel primes in conditions of
divided attention (Experiments 1 and 2) seems to be associated with dual-task-specific
processing characteristics such as the simultaneous coordination of multiple S-R rules. The
demonstration of reliable masked priming effects for both target and novel primes in
conditions of switching task sets, on the other hand, shows that both kinds of masked priming
effects can rapidly adapt to changing S-R mappings (see also Kiesel, Kunde, & Hoffmann,
2007b; Reynvoet et al.,2005).

General Discussion
The present study aimed to investigate the impact of different manipulations affecting
the degree of divided attention on masked priming effects. For the attentional manipulation,
we combined a PRP paradigm with a masked priming task and tested whether dual-task
specific interference eliminates effects of masked priming. In Experiment 1, the masked
priming task served as Task 2 in the PRP paradigm and instructions emphasized Task 1
processing to ensure that attention was indeed drawn away from processing the priming task.
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That is, Experiment 1 implemented task conditions with the least amount of attention
allocated to the priming task. Under this specific condition of divided attention, semantically
mediated priming but not response priming effects were removed irrespective of SOA. Even
in Experiment 2, in which task order was reversed and Task 1 prioritization led to allocation
of attention onto the masked priming task, the same pattern emerged. Again, whereas masked
priming by target primes was virtually unaffected by attentional modulations, no effects at all
were found for masked priming by novel primes. Only in Experiment 3, in which tasks were
presented individually in randomized order, masked priming effects were observed for both
kinds of primes. Moreover, the size of the priming effects was the same irrespective of target
or novel primes. This indicates that a sequential preparation/activation of S-R rules according
to permanently changing task requirements (e.g. task repetition vs. task switch) did not affect
the occurrence of masked priming, be it mediated by S-R links or semantic relations. The
simultaneous preparation of more than one S-R rule, however, limits the effectiveness of
novel primes while target primes still prime corresponding responses.

Priming effects by target primes
The present results show that priming effects based on well-practised target and
unpractised novel primes seem to differ in their susceptibility to attentional limitations3. Our
observation that priming on the basis of acquired S-R associations is virtually unaffected by
dual-task load is in accordance with recent findings from Bodner and Stalinski (2008) and
Schubert and colleagues (2008). Bodner and Stalinski investigated masked repetition priming
in a lexical decision task. In the condition with high additional task load participants rehearsed
a particular 8-digit string that was presented prior to each trial. After responding to the target,
a second 8-digit string was presented and participants had to decide whether the current digit
string matched the previous one. Importantly, repetition priming effects obtained under
conditions of increased cognitive load were similar to repetition priming effects obtained in a
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control condition without additional cognitive load. Bodner and Stalinski (2008) therefore
concluded that repetition priming is automatic. Schubert and colleagues (2008) demonstrated
that reliable repetition priming occurs in a meta-contrast paradigm despite strong
manipulations of divided attention in a PRP paradigm. Extending these results, the present
study shows that not only direct repetition priming but also priming effects based on response
priming can occur in conditions of limited attention. In particular, excluding all identical
prime-target repetitions (repetition priming effects), we still found reliable response priming
effects in all three experiments irrespective of the implemented task load manipulations. It
should be noted though, that in Experiment 1 and 2 response priming alone only numerically
exceeded the effect of novel priming, but failed to do so statistically. This could be due to the
fact that the exclusion of identical prime-target repetitions makes 50% of all congruent target
prime trials, and removing such a large proportion of trials is likely to limit the power of the
statistical analyses. Indeed, increasing the power by analysing the data of Experiment 1 and 2
together, the difference between response priming (no identical repetitions) and novel priming
comes close to statistical significance, F(1, 54) = 3.41, MSe = 1,176.98, p = .070. However, at
the moment this is speculative. Therefore, based on the present results, we cannot exclude that
at least some of the observed differences between target and novel prime effects are driven by
identical prime-target repetitions.
In the present study the priming effect based on target primes did not differ between
different SOA conditions and thus between different task load conditions. First of all, this
indicates that target prime processing is not impaired in conditions of maximum task load
(short SOA). Second, it is also conceivable that strategic components may have delayed
secondary task processing until Task 1 bottleneck processing is finished thus accounting for
the additive effect of congruence and SOA. At the same time, we found Task 2 congruencerelated cross-talk effects onto Task 1 processing, which suggests that at least some parts of
prime-target related processing occurs during the assumed response selection bottleneck.
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However, even if relevant prime-target processing may have been significantly delayed, the
finding of strong priming effects at each SOA suggests that masked priming produced from
target primes is little if at all affected by manipulations of divided attention in a PRP setting.
At a first glance, this conclusion might seem at odds with findings reported by
Ansorge (2004). Ansorge showed that the activation of alternative and non-matching action
goals of a task unrelated to the priming task resulted in interference eventually decreasing
masked priming effects. Besides fundamental differences in methodological approaches in the
two studies, it is worth noting that in Ansorge’s study the dual-task situation was not perfectly
predictable. In particular, most of the time participants performed the priming task. Only
occasionally and unpredictably did an alternative task have to be performed instead of the
priming task. At least two possibilities might be responsible for Ansorge’s result: First, it is
conceivable that this procedure may involve additional monitoring processes that guide
participants’ expectations about which task might come next. Second, the eventual experience
of performing the alternative task might result in a subsequent shift in the priority of task
control settings. These two components, additional monitoring and/or shifts in control settings
might account for the finding of decreased masked priming effects in the dual-task condition
of Ansorge’s study. In contrast, task order, task likelihood, and priority of control settings
were perfectly determined and thus predictable in our Experiments 1 and 2, resulting in
reliable masked priming effects. Further research might follow up on those differences and
explore the role of additional task monitoring and/or priority shifts in control settings for
reduced masked priming effects by, for example, varying the likelihood of alternative (tone)
task presence in the PRP methodology as used in the present study.
A further important result of our study is the finding that masked target primes not
only affected RTs in the visual task but also affected RTs in the tone task virtually to the same
extent (Experiments 1 and 2). At least two possibilities can account for such cross-task
transfer priming effects. The first is based on assumptions of the response selection
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bottleneck-model (RSB) of dual-task performance proposing that the bottleneck is located at
central stages (e.g. Pashler, 1994; Pashler, & Johnston, 1989). This is plausible in Experiment
2, in which the visual priming task served as Task 1 and the tone task as Task 2. Here, the
masked priming effect revealed by target primes in Task 1 completely propagated to Task 2
when both tasks temporally overlapped (short SOAs, see Figure 3, top panel). This means that
target prime effects occur at or before the bottleneck process (i.e. at central stages but not
motor execution stages) in order to propagate to Task 2 (see also Ferreira & Pashler, 2002;
Miller & Reynolds, 2003; Ruthruff, Johnston, & Van Selst, 2001). A second possibility for
cross-task priming effects to occur is based on the assumption that subliminal prime stimuli
facilitate early response activation processes (e.g. Leuthold & Kopp, 1998; Neumann &
Klotz, 1994). In the present dual-task context, subliminal prime stimuli specify not only
manual response parameters of the priming task but also interact with the specification of
manual response parameters of the tone task (Schubert et al., 2008). Evidence for such crosstask transfer priming effect onto the tone task was also found in Experiment 1. Prime-target
congruence relations in the visual number categorization task (Task 2) affected the tone
categorization (Task 1) at short SOAs (see Figure 1, top panel)4. This finding is in fact
expected based on previous results reported by Schubert et al. (2008). These authors showed
that the congruence between masked arrow prime and arrow target stimuli in Task 2 of a PRP
situation influenced S-R activation processes in Task 1. How does the congruence relation
between prime and target in Task 2 influence pre-bottleneck processing of the auditory
stimulus in Task 1? One of the mechanisms suggested by Schubert et al. (2008) is based on
backward cross-talk effects between Task 2 and Task 1 (e.g. Hommel, 1998; Koch & Prinz,
2002; Lien & Proctor, 2002; Logan & Schulkind, 2000; Miller, 2006; Miller & Alderton,
2006; Navon & Miller, 2002). Backward cross-talk effects typically occur due to
informational overlap between both tasks such as spatial R2-R1 compatibility (Logan &
Gordon, 2001). In the present study, spatially R2-R1 compatible responses reflect, for
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example, right-finger responses in the tone task and right finger responses in the visual task
(or vice versa). Accordingly, spatially R2-R1 incompatible responses denote, for example,
right-finger responses in the tone task and left finger-responses in the visual task (or vice
versa). Note, that such cross-talk effects would only be expected when sufficient temporal
overlap between Task 1 and Task 2 is available (i.e. at short SOAs). Therefore, the
dimensional overlap on the basis of spatially assigned responses in both tasks might give rise
to backward cross-talk effects in the present study and might explain why Task 2 priming
effects were also found in Task 1. In line with Schubert et al. (2008) we assume that in a
congruent prime-target condition of Task 2, the critical spatial R2 information (i.e. R2 is
spatially compatible/incompatible to R1) is activated earlier than in incongruent prime-target
conditions. Consequently, if this information is provided earlier, cross-talk between R2 and
R1 can also start earlier. Therefore, a congruent prime-target condition in Task 2 can lead to a
faster completion of determining the final R1 parameter. Analogously, in incongruent primetarget conditions of Task 2 the critical spatial information of R2 (i.e. R2 is spatially
compatible/incompatible to R1) is provided later, which might also delay the cross-talk
between R2 and R1 and thus the determination of R1 parameters.
Importantly, when the prime-target relation in Task 2 can affect the determination of
R1 parameters via influencing the onset of backward cross-talk onto Task 1, prime-target
related RT differences will also be found in Task 1. Moreover, if the prime-target relation in
Task 2 affects pre-bottleneck/bottleneck stages of Task 1, these effects will eventually backpropagate onto Task 2 after completion of bottleneck stage processing in Task 1. This can
explain why masked priming effects were found at short SOA in both tasks and provide a hint
of why Task 2 priming effects at short SOA were not absorbed by the slack. Of course this
argument rests on the assumption of the presence of backward cross-talk effects on the basis
of spatial R2-R1 compatibility denoting the importance of the chosen task combination in the
dual-task setting5. In Experiment 1, an ANOVA conducted on RT1 for the two short SOAs
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(i.e. 70, 170 ms) and for target primes only provided at least some preliminary support for this
claim. Specifically, RT1 was 22 ms faster in R1-R2 compatible than in R2-R1 incompatible
conditions, F(1, 31) = 3.57, MSe = 8,188.59, p = .068. This result suggests that backward
cross-talk effects on the basis of spatial R2-R1 correspondence occurred in the present study.
Although the statistical measures do not entirely back up this argument, it nevertheless
provides a clue of how cross-task priming effects might occur in Experiment 1 (see also
Schubert et al., 2008 for the discussion of further possibilities). That is, transfer priming
effects found in Task 1 of Experiment 1 can result as a direct consequence of Task 1 and Task
2 cross-talk interactions. Further research is needed at this point to clearly disentangle the
mechanisms that give rise to these effects.

Priming effects by novel primes
Whereas priming effects revealed by target primes are generally associated with
mechanisms of repetition and/or response priming on the basis of acquired S-R links
(Damian, 2001; Naccache & Dehaene, 2001) priming effects revealed by novel primes are at
present less well understood. The present findings of a lack of effects of masked novel primes
during dual tasks may add to the understanding of the specificity of the conditions under
which such effects occur (see also Fischer, 2006). Interestingly, neither in Experiment 1 nor in
Experiment 2 was any reliable evidence of novel priming effects to be found even at the
longest SOA (the conditions of minimum load). We conclude therefore, that the situation of
performing two tasks at once results in strong reduction of novel prime effects below the level
of statistical significance. The mere expectation and execution of two temporally paired tasks
induces sufficient load to result in an apparent elimination. Further research might explore
this issue in more detail, for example, by extending the chosen SOAs to even longer intervals
in order to study the point of re-emerging effects of novel primes in a dual-task setting.
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Some authors attribute priming effects by novel primes to semantic processing of
unconsciously presented information (Naccache & Dehaene, 2001; Reynvoet et al., 2005). In
this view, stimuli are generally processed on a perceptual, semantic, and motor level
irrespective of whether they are presented consciously or unconsciously. Semantic processing
occurs because a subliminally presented prime stimulus automatically triggers activation in its
semantic network. Target stimuli will benefit from this pre-activation if they belong to the
same semantic network but not if they do not (see Neely, 1991; Neely & Kahan, 2001, for
overviews of spreading activation accounts). Following this argument, some authors argue
that automatic activation triggered by a particular stimulus should be unaffected by
manipulations of divided attention (Kahnemann & Chajczyk, 1983; Posner & Snyder, 1975).
Accordingly, conscious semantic processing has been shown to occur despite attentional
limitations in dual-task settings (Fischer, Miller, & Schubert, 2007; Fischer & Schubert, 2008;
Oriet, Tombu, & Jolicoeur, 2005). In contrast to this, the present results seem to suggest that
masked stimuli in particular may not be able to trigger semantic activation processes when
participants perform two tasks at once or even expect, prepare and/or coordinate the execution
of multiple S-R rules (Experiments 1 and 2). Only when dual-task load is further decreased by
performing both tasks sequentially in a task-switching setting are novel primes back in action.
However, at the same time we are aware that the putative absence of semantic processing
under dual-task load may be interpreted with caution, since semantic effects may still show up
in electrophysiological measures despite their absence in RT data (e.g. Heil & Rolke, 2004;
Marie-Beffa, Valdes, Cullen, Catena, & Houghton, 2005; Vogel, Luck, & Shapiro, 1998).
A somewhat different view of masked priming effects revealed by novel primes comes
from studies demonstrating that prime processing in general depends crucially on current task
affordances (e.g. Ansorge, Heumann & Scharlau, 2002; Bodner & Dypvik, 2005; Kunde et
al., 2003; Schlaghecken & Eimer, 2004). Kunde and colleagues, for example, suggested that
priming effects revealed by novel primes are not based on automatic semantic activation
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processes, but instead depend on the representation of the task requirements. In other words,
only prime information that is relevant for the required behaviour can reveal an impact on
target processing (see Kunde et al., 2003). According to this account, it is assumed that
participants form action triggers for expected stimulus identities to prepare for an upcoming
task (for similar ideas of task preparation see Ach, 1905; Hoffmann, 2003; Hommel, 2000;
Neumann, 1990). That is, participants form expectations about expected stimulus identities
and prepare themselves to perform a specific response according to each stimulus. Masked
primes activate responses via these programmed S-R links if they fit to one of the existing
action triggers. Thus, according to these ideas, it is not necessary to assume semantic
processing of masked primes to account for priming by novel primes. In these terms, the
present results suggest that participants may either not be able to sufficiently set up or to
maintain action triggers when such triggers have to be coordinated for several tasks. Of
course, these assumptions are speculative and cannot be tested on the basis of the present
results. Further research is needed in this respect. In any case, the present experiments refine
our understanding of the impact of attentional demands on masked priming effects. That is,
the susceptibility of masked priming effects to manipulations of divided attention seems to be
determined by the mechanisms underlying the masked priming effects.
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Footnotes
1

In none of the experiments did additional analyses reveal any effect of S-R mapping.

2

Although we tested new participants in each experiment, we cannot exclude that

participants may have gained prior experience at prime detection by participating in other
masked priming studies. Such experience might increase prime visibility. We thank Friederike
Schlaghecken for mentioning this possibility.

3

Given that effects by novel primes are often smaller than those of target primes, it is

also conceivable that dual-task load reduces the effects of both novel and target primes. This
could also result in a non-significant novel prime effect and a significant target prime effect.
However, we do not think that this explanation can account for our findings. In particular, we
did not find evidence of a reduction of masked priming by target primes under dual-task load.
Target prime effects were the same for short and for long SOA and were identical between
Experiment 1 and Experiment 2. We thank an anonymous reviewer for this suggestion.

4

This cross-task transfer priming effect is difficult to explain the original RSB account,

because response activation of Task 2 cannot start until central processing stages in Task 1 are
finished. A better explanation is provided in recent modified versions of the RSB model in
which response selection is divided into two sub-processes, an automatic response activation
process that occurs during the bottleneck and a response identification process that is
bottleneck dependent (for detailed reviews see Hommel, 1998; Lien & Proctor, 2002).

5

For example, Schubert et al. (2008) could show that transfer priming effects from

Task 2 onto Task 1 did not occur without spatial R2-R1 compatibility.
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Table 1
Percent error and standard error (in brackets) in Experiment 1 and 2 for Task 1 and 2
depending on SOA (in ms), prime condition (target vs. novel primes), and congruence. C –
congruent, IC – incongruent.

SOA
Experiment 1

Experiment 2

Target Primes
C
IC

Novel Primes
C
IC

Task 1

70
170
800

4.8 (.61)
5.2 (.73)
2.7 (.50)

4.9 (.70)
5.3 (.81)
2.1 (.44)

5.8 (.91)
5.8 (.89)
2.1 (.47)

5.1 (.66)
5.1 (.66)
3.0 (.66)

Task 2

70
170
800

7.0 (1.05)
6.8 (.95)
8.3 (1.00)

7.4 (.93)
7.0 (1.07)
11.2 (1.60)

7.8 (.88)
6.9 (.96)
7.0 (.83)
7.0 (1.00)
10.1 (1.20) 10.7 (1.29)

Task 1

70
170
800

1.9 (.51)
2.2 (.53)
1.6 (.47)

2.0 (.51)
1.8 (.42)
1.6 (.40)

1.5 (.33)
1.5 (.37)
1.1 (.32)

1.8 (.41)
1.8 (.41)
2.0 (.57)

Task 2

70
170
800

5.4 (.84)
4.3 (.82)
4.0 (.56)

5.2 (.84)
5.0 (.71)
4.9 (.85)

4.2 (.80)
5.4 (.79)
4.3 (.55)

5.2 (.91)
4.4 (.70)
4.3 (.90)
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Table 2
Mean RTs (in ms), percent error (PE), and standard error (SE; in brackets) in Experiment 3
depending on Block (task-switch vs. single-task), task repetition vs. task switch, prime
condition (target vs. novel primes), and congruence. C – congruent, IC – incongruent.

RT

PE

Block

Task
transition

Target Primes
C
IC

Novel Primes
C
IC

Task-switch

Repetition
Switch

576 (19)
591 (20)

587 (18)
596 (17)

573 (19)
583 (17)

588 (16)
595 (20)

Single-task

Repetition
Switch

552 (13)
571 (15)

577 (13)
586 (14)

560 (14)
571 (16)

576 (15)
578 (14)

Task-switch

Repetition
Switch

4.1 (.94)
4.7 (1.06)

5.4 (1.42)
6.5 (1.95)

3.4 (1.16)
5.9 (1.41)

6.0 (1.43)
3.9 (1.27)

Single-task

Repetition
Switch

3.8 (.75)
3.7 (.93)

5.1 (1.18)
5.6 (1.10)

2.2 (.76)
4.6 (1.16)

4.0 (1.21)
3.4 (1.31)
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Figure captions

Figure 1. Response times (RTs in ms) for target and novel primes in Task 2 (solid lines) and
Task 1 (dashed lines) in Experiment 1 depending on SOA and congruence. Error bars
represent standard errors of the mean.

Figure 2. Response times (RTs in ms) for target and novel prime conditions in Task 2 of
Experiment 1. Repetition denotes a prime-target stimulus repetition. Error bars represent
standard errors of the mean.

Figure 3. Response times (RTs in ms) for target and novel primes in Task 1 (solid lines) and
Task 2 (dashed lines) in Experiment 2 depending on SOA and congruence. Error bars
represent standard errors of the mean.

Figure 4. Response times (RTs in ms) for target and novel prime conditions in Task 1 of
Experiment 2. Repetition denotes a prime-target stimulus repetition. Error bars represent
standard errors of the mean.

Figure 5. Response times (RTs in ms) for target and novel prime conditions in Experiment 3.
Repetition denotes a prime-target stimulus repetition. Error bars represent standard errors of
the mean.
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Figure 1
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Figure 2
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Figure 3
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Figure 4
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Figure 5
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